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Disclaimer 

Synergies Economic Consulting (Synergies) has prepared this report exclusively for the use of the 

party or parties specified in the report (the client) for the purposes specified in the report 

(Purpose). The report must not be used by any person other than the client or a person authorised 

by the client or for any purpose other than the Purpose for which it was prepared.  

The report is supplied in good faith and reflects the knowledge, expertise and experience of the 

consultants involved at the time of providing the report.  

The matters dealt with in this report are limited to those requested by the client and those matters 

considered by Synergies to be relevant for the Purpose.  

The information, data, opinions, evaluations, assessments and analysis referred to in, or relied 

upon in the preparation of, this report have been obtained from and are based on sources believed 

by us to be reliable and up to date, but no responsibility will be accepted for any error of fact or 

opinion.  

To the extent permitted by law, the opinions, recommendations, assessments and conclusions 

contained in this report are expressed without any warranties of any kind, express or implied.  

Synergies does not accept liability for any loss or damage including without limitation, 

compensatory, direct, indirect or consequential damages and claims of third parties, that may be 

caused directly or indirectly through the use of, reliance upon or interpretation of, the contents 

of the report. 

http://www.synergies.com.au/
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1 Introduction 

Synergies Economic Consulting (Synergies) was appointed by the Australian Energy 

Market Operator (AEMO) as an independent expert to determine additional 

compensation claims for two directed participants under clause 3.15.7B of the National 

Electricity Rules (NER) in relation to billing weeks 45 to 48 in 2023. 

AEMO is required by the NER to use reasonable endeavours to complete all obligations, 

including final settlement, no later than 30 weeks after the end of the direction(s). For the 

directions relating to billing weeks 45 to 48, the Intervention Settlement Timetable 

requires that a draft independent expert determination be delivered no later than 21 

March 2024 and a final determination by 20 May 2024. This will allow AEMO to complete 

the intervention settlement process by the required deadlines of 6 June 2024, 13 June 

2024, 20 June 2024, and 27 June 2024 for directions occurring during billing weeks 45 to 

48. 

In accordance with the Intervention Settlement Timetable, Synergies is issuing this draft 

determination on 21 March 2024.1 

1.1  Structure of the draft determination 

In the remainder of this document, we set out the basis of our draft determination 

regarding additional compensation claims resulting from the directions relating to billing 

weeks 45 to 48 for the two directed participants under the NER, as follows: 

• Section 2 summarises the circumstances of the directions and the additional 

compensation claim provisions of clause 3.15.7B relevant to the Claims. 

• Section 3 provides details of the directions made and initial compensation amount 

determined by AEMO. 

• Section 4 provides an overview of the additional compensation amounts claimed 

by the directed participants because of the directions. 

• Sections 5 presents our analysis of the reasonableness of Claimant 1’s additional 

compensation claim. 

• Section 6 presents our analysis of the reasonableness of Claimant 2’s additional 

compensation claim. 

• Section 7 provides our draft determination. 

 

1 All italicised words in this determination are defined terms in the NER (refer Chapter 10 – Glossary). 
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2 Claims under clause 3.15.7B 

This section summarises the circumstances of the directions and sets out the additional 

compensation claim provisions of clause 3.15.7B relevant to the claims. 

2.1 Basis of the directions 

Section 116 of the NEL and clause 4.8.9 of the NER establish that AEMO may direct a 

Registered Participant to take relevant actions to maintain or restore the security or 

reliability of the power system.  

During billing weeks 45 to 48 in 2023, AEMO issued several directions to two South 

Australian market participants to maintain the system in a secure operating state. In 

response, the market participants modified the operations of their generating units.  

As a result of the operational responses to the directions, the directed participants incurred 

costs and are entitled to compensation under clause 3.15.7 of the NER, which sets out 

compensation based upon:  

• the amount of the relevant market service which the directed participant has been 

enabled to provide in response to the direction; and  

• the 90th percentile price of the relevant market service over the preceding 12 

months. 

In line with the Intervention Settlement Timetable, AEMO calculated directed participant 

compensation and notified the directed participant of the compensation payable under 

clause 3.15.7.  

2.1.1 Managing system strength 

Following changes to the NER in 20172, the South Australian region’s system strength 

issues (i.e., adequate fault currents) are being and/or will be principally managed by: 

• AEMO identifying fault level shortfalls at critical nodes in the network; 

• Transmission Network Service Providers (TNSPs) performing the role of system 

strength service provider, with responsibility to procure system strength services, 

including from scheduled generators, to address fault level shortfalls as determined 

by AEMO; and 

 
2  AEMC (2017) National Electricity Amendment (Managing power system fault levels) Rule 2017, 19 September.  
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• AEMO directing specific scheduled generators to synchronise or remain online 

where necessary to ensure adequate system strength is maintained. 

While these arrangements may in time prove sufficient to ensure system strength 

requirements are met in the future, the process of TNSPs procuring system strength 

services remains ongoing3. In the meantime, AEMO has been ensuring adequate fault 

levels are maintained by applying operational procedures regarding permissible 

combinations of generators. Where the optimal supply solution determined by the NEM 

dispatch engine (NEMDE) is inconsistent with these permissible combinations, AEMO 

overrides the solution and directs specific generators to take actions to ensure the 

permissible combination of generators is operating.  

2.2 Clause 3.15.7 of NER 

AEMO must compensate each directed participant for the provision of energy or market 

ancillary services pursuant to a direction to be determined in accordance with the 

following formula:  

𝐷𝐶𝑃 = 𝐴𝑀𝑃 ∗ 𝐷𝑄 

Where:  

• DCP is the amount of compensation the directed participant is entitled to receive.4 

• AMP is the price below which are 90% of the spot prices or ancillary service prices 

(as the case may be) for the relevant service provided by Scheduled Generators, Semi-

Scheduled Generators, Scheduled Network Service Providers or Market Customers in the 

region to which the direction relates, for the 12 months immediately preceding the 

trading day in which the direction was issued. 

DQ is either: 

(a) the difference between the total adjusted gross energy delivered or consumed by 

the directed participant and the total adjusted gross energy that would have been 

delivered or consumed by the directed participant had the direction not been issued; 

or 

(b) the amount of the relevant market ancillary service which the directed participant has 

been enabled to provide in response to the direction. 

 
3  For instance, in South Australia, ElectraNet installed two synchronous condensers at Davenport substation and two 

at Robertstown substation, all operational from October 2021. See https://www.electranet.com.au/strength-
reliability-boost-to-south-australias-electricity-network/  

4  DCP is calculated in accordance with NER Clause 3.15.7(c). 

https://www.electranet.com.au/strength-reliability-boost-to-south-australias-electricity-network/
https://www.electranet.com.au/strength-reliability-boost-to-south-australias-electricity-network/
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2.3 Clause 3.15.7B(a) of NER 

A directed participant that is entitled to compensation under clause 3.15.7 and 3.15.7A of 

the NER may make a claim for additional compensation under clause 3.15.7B, which 

confines compensation (under clause 3.15.7B (a)) to: 

1. the aggregate of the loss of revenue and additional net direct costs incurred by the directed 

participant in respect of a scheduled generating unit, semi-scheduled generating unit or scheduled 

network services, as the case may be, as a result of the provision of the service under direction; 

less 

2. the amount notified to that directed participant pursuant to clause 3.15.7(c) or clause 

3.15.7A(f); less 

3. the aggregate amount the directed participant is entitled to receive in accordance with clause 

3.15.6(c) for the provision of a service rendered as a result of the direction. 

In broad terms, clause 3.15.7B(a) entitles a directed participant to claim additional 

compensation to cover loss of revenue and net direct costs minus trading amounts for 

energy and market ancillary services minus any compensation for directed services that has 

already been determined by AEMO. 

The two directed participants in this case each have made a claim for compensation for 

additional net direct costs pursuant to clause 3.15.7B (a)(1) arising from their response 

to directions issued during billing weeks 45 to 48 in 2023. 
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3 The directions and initial compensation 

This section presents the directions and initial settlement compensation made to the two 

directed market participants (Claimants 1 and 2 respectively) seeking additional 

compensation under clause 3.15.7B (a) of the NER. 

3.1 Claimant 1’s directions 

AEMO issued the following directions to Claimant 1 between 11 November and 

6 December 2023. 

Table 1  AEMO’s directions to Claimant 1 

Directed unit Event Number Issued date/time Effective date/time End date/time Reason 

Unit 3 413-1 11/11/2023 15:30 12/11/2023 06:00 12/11/2023 17:00 System security 

Unit 2 413-2 11/11/2023 15:30 12/11/2023 07:30 12/11/2023 23:30 System security 

Unit 2 414-1 12/11/2023 15:30 13/11/2023 07:30 13/11/2023 16:10 System security 

Unit 3 416-1 14/11/2023 17:00 15/11/2023 08:00 15/11/2023 16:30 System security 

Unit 4 417-2 15/11/2023 15:30 16/11/2023 11:30 16/11/2023 16:30 System security 

Unit 4 419-1 16/11/2023 17:00 17/11/2023 02:00 17/11/2023 16:30 System security 

Unit 4 420-1 17/11/2023 15:30 18/11/2023 08:00 18/11/2023 16:30 System security 

Unit 4 421-1 18/11/2023 15:00 19/11/2023 08:00 19/11/2023 16:30 System security 

Unit 4 423-1 20/11/2023 16:00 21/11/2023 08:30 21/11/2023 17:30 System security 

Unit 4 424-1 21/11/2023 14:00 21/11/2023 22:30 23/11/2023 15:30 System security 

Unit 3 424-2 21/11/2023 14:00 22/11/2023 08:30 23/11/2023 17:30 System security 

Unit 3 425-1 23/11/2023 16:00 24/11/2023 07:30 24/11/2023 16:00 System security 

Unit 4 425-2 23/11/2023 16:00 24/11/2023 09:30 24/11/2023 14:30 System security 

Unit 3 426-1 24/11/2023 15:00 25/11/2023 08:00 25/11/2023 16:30 System security 

Unit 3 427-1 25/11/2023 15:30 26/11/2023 07:00 27/11/2023 17:30 System security 

Unit 3 427-3 27/11/2023 15:00 28/11/2023 09:30 29/11/2023 12:00 System security 

Unit 4 427-5 28/11/2023 15:30 29/11/2023 12:00 29/11/2023 19:00 System security 

Unit 4 427-6 29/11/2023 17:00 30/11/2023 07:00 02/12/2023 17:00 System security 

Unit 4 428-2 02/12/2023 16:00 03/12/2023 07:00 03/12/2023 16:30 System security 

Unit 4 429-1 03/12/2023 15:00 04/12/2023 01:00 04/12/2023 15:30 System security 

Unit 4 430-1 05/12/2023 16:30 06/12/2023 07:00 06/12/2023 15:30 System security 

Source: AEMO. 

3.1.1 Initial compensation 

In accordance with relevant NER provisions noted above, AEMO calculated initial 

settlement compensation for the above directions as summarised in Table 2. 
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Table 2  AEMO’s initial settlement compensation amounts for Claimant 1 

Directed 
unit 

Event 
number 

Billing 
week 

Compensation 
entitlement (DCP) 

Retained trading 
amounts (RTA) 

Initial settlement 
compensation (DCP – 

RTA) 

Unit 3 413-1 46  $78,840  -$23,303   $102,143  

Unit 2 413-2 46  $113,170  -$16,631   $129,801  

Unit 2 414-1 46  $62,156  -$3,859   $66,014  

Unit 3 416-1 46  $60,445  -$5,842   $66,287  

Unit 4 417-2 46  $31,291  -$8,682   $39,973  

Unit 4 419-1 46  $101,541   $2,825   $98,716  

Unit 4 420-1 46  $58,734  -$19,307   $78,041  

Unit 4 421-1 47  $58,812  -$23,975   $82,787  

Unit 4 423-1 47  $62,923  -$15,949   $78,871  

Unit 4 424-1 47  $315,885   $45,875   $270,010  

Unit 3 424-2 47  $218,184   $29,151   $189,033  

Unit 3 425-1 47  $57,069   $15,280   $41,789  

Unit 4 425-2 47  $32,426   $6,000   $26,426  

Unit 3 426-1 47  $57,044  -$16,051   $73,095  

Unit 3 427-1 48  $228,073  -$5,615   $233,688  

Unit 3 427-3 48  $173,417   $81,473   $91,944  

Unit 4 427-5 48  $43,695  -$14,278   $57,973  

Unit 4 427-6 48  $388,911   $20,515   $368,396  

Unit 4 428-2 49  $64,075  -$21,508   $85,583  

Unit 4 429-1 49  $97,964  -$1,813   $99,777  

Unit 4 430-1 49  $57,917   $4,854   $53,063  

Source: AEMO. 

The amount of compensation a directed participant is entitled to receive (DCP) is 

calculated in accordance with Clause 3.15.7(c) of the NER. The Retained Trading 

Amount (RTA) is calculated in accordance with Clause 3.15.6(b) for the additional 

energy produced, which would have been included in the settlement amount indicated 

in the directed participant’s Preliminary Billing statement. Since invoices are issued 

weekly and the intervention period spanned four billing weeks, the compensation 

calculations for all units are presented for each relevant billing week. 

Initial settlement compensation is determined as DCP minus RTA and included in the 

Final Billing statement. 

3.2 Claimant 2’s directions 

AEMO issued the following directions to Claimant 2 between 12 November and 

6 December 2023. 
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Table 3  AEMO’s directions to Claimant 2 

Directed unit Event Number Issued date/time Effective date/time End date/time Reason 

Unit 1 414-2 12/11/2023 15:45 13/11/2023 08:00 13/11/2023 17:10 System security 

Unit 1 416-2 14/11/2023 17:00 15/11/2023 08:00 15/11/2023 17:30 System security 

Unit 1 419-2 16/11/2023 17:00 17/11/2023 07:30 17/11/2023 16:30 System security 

Unit 1 420-2 17/11/2023 15:45 18/11/2023 08:00 18/11/2023 16:30 System security 

Unit 1 421-2 18/11/2023 16:30 19/11/2023 07:00 19/11/2023 16:30 System security 

Unit 1 422-1 19/11/2023 17:30 20/11/2023 09:00 20/11/2023 15:30 System security 

Unit 1 423-2 20/11/2023 16:00 21/11/2023 08:30 21/11/2023 17:30 System security 

Unit 1 426-2 24/11/2023 15:00 25/11/2023 08:00 25/11/2023 17:10 System security 

Unit 1 427-2 25/11/2023 17:00 26/11/2023 07:00 30/11/2023 17:30 System security 

Unit 1 427-7 30/11/2023 17:00 01/12/2023 07:30 01/12/2023 18:30 System security 

Unit 1 427-8 01/12/2023 17:00 02/12/2023 07:00 02/12/2023 16:00 System security 

Unit 1 428-1 02/12/2023 16:15 03/12/2023 07:00 03/12/2023 16:30 System security 

Unit 1 430-2 05/12/2023 17:00 06/12/2023 07:30 06/12/2023 13:00 System security 

Source: AEMO. 

3.2.1 Initial compensation 

In accordance with the above NER provisions, AEMO calculated initial settlement 

compensation for the above directions, which are summarised in Table 4. 

Table 4  AEMO’s initial settlement compensation amounts for Claimant 2 

Directed 
unit 

Event 
number 

Billing 
week 

Compensation 
entitlement (DCP) 

Retained trading 
amounts (RTA) 

Initial settlement 
compensation (DCP – 

RTA) 

Unit 1 414-2 46  $51,520  -$993   $52,513  

Unit 1 416-2 46  $53,209  -$5,174   $58,383  

Unit 1 419-2 46  $49,637  -$10,321   $59,958  

Unit 1 420-2 46  $46,473  -$14,937   $61,410  

Unit 1 421-2 47  $51,932  -$18,141   $70,073  

Unit 1 422-1 47  $35,439   $6,685   $28,755  

Unit 1 423-2 47  $49,143  -$12,200   $61,343  

Unit 1 426-2 47  $49,529  -$12,514   $62,043  

Unit 1 427-2 48  $573,897   $66,383   $507,513  

Unit 1 427-7 48  $59,162  -$3,150   $62,312  

Unit 1 427-8 48  $48,319  -$3,674   $51,993  

Unit 1 428-1 49  $50,832  -$16,640   $67,472  

Unit 1 430-2 49  $29,120   $2,599   $26,521  

Source: AEMO. 

As for Claimant 1, initial settlement compensation is determined as DCP minus RTA and 

included in the Final Billing statement. 
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4 Claims for additional compensation 

This section presents the directed participant’s claims for additional compensation in relation to the directions received during billing 

weeks 45 to 48. 

4.1 Additional compensation in respect of Claim 1 

Claimant 1 has submitted the following claims for additional compensation for the directions as a directed participant.  

Table 5  Summary of additional compensation claim estimates for Claim 1 

Directed unit 
Event 

number 
Effective 
date/time 

Gas fuel cost Start cost  
Variable 

operating & 
maintenance 

FCAS 
Cost of Direction 

(COD) 

Compensation 
entitlement  

(DCP) 

Add. comp 
amount  

(COD – DCP) 

Unit 3 413-1 12/11/2023 06:00 $100,997 $0 $1,328 $12 $102,338  $78,840  $23,498 

Unit 2 413-2 12/11/2023 07:30 $146,072 $13,392 $1,932 $281 $161,678  $113,170  $48,509 

Unit 2 414-1 13/11/2023 07:30 $91,040 $0 $1,047 $16 $92,103  $62,156  $29,947 

Unit 3 416-1 15/11/2023 08:00 $85,674 $0 $1,027 $23 $86,724  $60,445  $26,278 

Unit 4 417-2 16/11/2023 11:30 $41,592 $33,127 $604 $6 $75,330  $31,291  $44,038 

Unit 4 419-1 17/11/2023 02:00 $141,501 $0 $1,751 $275 $143,527  $101,541  $41,986 

Unit 4 420-1 18/11/2023 08:00 $86,887 $0 $1,027 $10 $87,924  $58,734  $29,190 

Unit 4 421-1 19/11/2023 08:00 $87,287 $0 $1,027 $15 $88,328  $58,812  $29,516 

Unit 4 423-1 21/11/2023 08:30 $83,948 $0 $1,087 $16 $85,051  $62,923  $22,128 

Unit 4 424-1 21/11/2023 22:30 $401,672 $0 $4,952 $160 $406,783  $315,885  $90,899 

Unit 3 424-2 22/11/2023 08:30 $278,346 $25,458 $3,985 $103 $307,892  $218,184  $89,708 

Unit 3 425-1 24/11/2023 07:30 $79,693 $0 $1,027 $13 $80,733  $57,069  $23,664 

Unit 4 425-2 24/11/2023 09:30 $44,945 $17,626 $604 $6 $63,181  $32,426  $30,755 

Unit 3 426-1 25/11/2023 08:00 $85,512 $0 $1,027 $11 $86,549  $57,044  $29,505 

Unit 3 427-1 26/11/2023 07:00 $311,328 $0 $4,167 $62 $315,557  $228,073  $87,484 
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Directed unit 
Event 

number 
Effective 
date/time 

Gas fuel cost Start cost  
Variable 

operating & 
maintenance 

FCAS 
Cost of Direction 

(COD) 

Compensation 
entitlement  

(DCP) 

Add. comp 
amount  

(COD – DCP) 

Unit 3 427-3 28/11/2023 09:30 $236,120 $17,667 $3,200 $54 $257,041  $173,417  $83,624 

Unit 4 427-5 29/11/2023 12:00 $62,193 $24,062 $845 $15 $87,115  $43,695  $43,420 

Unit 4 427-6 30/11/2023 07:00 $522,713 $17,078 $6,975 $78 $546,844  $388,911  $157,933 

Unit 4 428-2 03/12/2023 07:00 $88,284 $0 $1,147 $13 $89,444  $64,075  $25,369 

Unit 4 429-1 04/12/2023 01:00 $139,866 $0 $1,751 $23 $141,640  $97,964  $43,676 

Unit 4 430-1 06/12/2023 07:00 $86,003 $0 $1,027 $9 $87,039  $57,917  $29,122 

Total $3,201,674 $148,411 $41,535 $1,201 $3,392,821 $2,362,571 $1,030,249 

Source: Claimant 1. 
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4.1 Additional compensation in respect of Claim 2 

Claimant 2 has submitted the following claims for additional compensation for the directions as a directed participant.  

Table 6 Summary of additional compensation claim estimates for Claim 2 

Directed 
unit 

Event 
number 

Effective date/time 
Gas fuel 

cost 
Gas transport 

cost 
Start cost 

Variable 
operating & 

maintenance 
FCAS 

Cost of 
Direction 

(COD) 

Compensation 
entitlement  

(DCP) 

Add. comp 
amount  

(COD – DCP) 

Unit 1 414-2 13/11/2023 08:00 $75,384 $5,435 $26,586 $28,431 $903 $136,739  $51,520  $85,219 

Unit 1 416-2 15/11/2023 08:00 $79,173 $5,655 $26,586 $29,475 $2 $140,891  $53,209  $87,683 

Unit 1 419-2 17/11/2023 07:30 $80,542 $5,331 $26,586 $27,931 $2 $140,392  $49,637  $90,755 

Unit 1 420-2 18/11/2023 08:00 $67,913 $5,013 $26,586 $26,378 $2 $125,892  $46,473  $79,418 

Unit 1 421-2 19/11/2023 07:00 $76,899 $5,770 $26,586 $29,476 $4 $138,734  $51,932  $86,802 

Unit 1 422-1 20/11/2023 09:00 $51,304 $3,953 $26,586 $20,183 $3 $102,028  $35,439  $66,589 

Unit 1 423-2 21/11/2023 08:30 $71,072 $5,416 $26,586 $27,956 $4 $131,034  $49,143  $81,891 

Unit 1 426-2 25/11/2023 08:00 $75,774 $5,467 $26,586 $28,446 $0 $136,273  $49,529  $86,745 

Unit 1 427-2 26/11/2023 07:00 $727,163 $61,938 $26,586 $330,556 $84 $1,146,327  $573,897  $572,431 

Unit 1 427-7 01/12/2023 07:30 $64,818 $6,615 $26,586 $34,175 $0 $132,194  $59,162  $73,032 

Unit 1 427-8 02/12/2023 07:00 $57,422 $5,442 $26,586 $27,957 $0 $117,407  $48,319  $69,088 

Unit 1 428-1 03/12/2023 07:00 $64,830 $5,765 $26,586 $29,497 $2 $126,680  $50,832  $75,847 

Unit 1 430-2 06/12/2023 07:30 $41,431 $3,436 $26,586 $17,043 $1 $88,497  $29,120  $59,377 

Total $1,533,725 $125,237 $345,616 $657,504 $1,007 $2,663,089 $1,148,212 $1,514,877 

Source: Claimant 2. 
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5 Synergies’ assessment regarding Claimant 1’s 
additional compensation claim 

This section analyses the reasonableness of Claim 1 and sets out Synergies’ draft position 

on each component of claimed costs. 

5.1 Gas cost 

The following method was applied by Claimant 1 to calculate the additional gas fuel 

costs for each of the directions: 

• The volume of gas used by the directed unit during the direction was calculated by 

taking the directed megawatts of electricity produced by that unit (supported by 

dispatch data) and applying the relevant heat rate5 to convert to gigajoules per hour; 

− this provides the gas consumed by the directed unit per hour (divided by 

twelve to derive per 5-minute trading interval consumption). 

• The gas used was sourced from one gas supply contract with the associated price 

applied to gas transported through two different pipelines (Moomba to Adelaide 

Pipeline System and SEA Gas Pipeline). 

− Explanation for the approach taken to sourcing gas to meet these directions was 

provided by the Claimant and as such, has been accepted. 

− The gas supply contract price was supported by a copy of the confidential 

invoice from the relevant gas producer. 

− The associated gas transportation costs were included in the claimed gas fuel 

cost.  

Converting the directed megawatts to gas gigajoules using an appropriate relevant heat 

rate for the directed unit provides an accurate calculation of gas consumed. 

Based on the evidence provided and the method applied, Synergies accepts the gas fuel 

and associated transportation cost claimed due to the directions in this draft 

determination.  

5.2 Transportation cost 

Claimant 1 did not claim any transport cost relating to daily variations in its forward 

haul service due to a direction. 

 
5  Heat rate is one measure of the efficiency of electrical generators/powers that convert a fuel into heat and into 

electricity. The heat rate is the amount of energy used by an electrical generator/power plant to generate one kilowatt 
hour (kWh) of electricity. 
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5.3 Variable operating and maintenance (VOM) costs 

Claimant 1’s method to calculate the VOM costs was as follows: 

• A per 5-minute interval VOM cost was calculated based on a historical VOM cost 

estimate, which was then adjusted for inflation by using an annual inflation rate of 

2.50%. 

• The VOM rate was applied to every interval that each generating unit was operating 

under AEMO’s direction. 

• Then, the 5-minute interval VOM costs were summed across the period for which 

each generating unit was operating under direction. 

The VOM costs identified by the Claimant relate to the costs driven by the hours of 

operation of the plant. VOM costs can only be considered avoidable costs (i.e., costs 

incurred due to the directions) if there is clear evidence that the generating units would 

have been off-line but for the directions.  

The need for the directions arose from AEMO’s consideration of forecasts of plant 

dispatch based on forecast demand and the prices that generation was being bid in 

future periods. As per previous similar determinations, Synergies is satisfied that the 

directed generating units would not have been in operation during the directed periods 

but for the directions.  

We accept the VOM costs claimed for all units have been reasonably substantiated for 

this draft determination, including with supporting documentation. 

5.4 Start Costs 

Start costs were claimed for most of the directions in this claim. The Claimant’s method 

for calculating the start costs is as follows: 

• The Claimant identified the start as following a period off-line of 36 hours duration. 

• The Claimant then took a historical estimate of the cost of a ‘cold’ start and adjusted 

the estimate for inflation by using an approximate annual inflation rate of 2.50%. 

• To derive the final start cost, the cost of electricity for internal loads (priced at the 

average market price over the start-up period) was added to the cost of gas fuel to 

heat the generator (using the same $/GJ price as that which was claimed for the gas 

fuel costs). 

The costs were supported by confidential data provided by the Claimant. Synergies 

accepts the start cost estimates in this claim for additional compensation. 
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5.5 Frequency Control Ancillary Services (FCAS) 

The Claimant’s method to calculate the additional costs incurred due to its increased 

Frequency Control Ancillary Service (FCAS) Raise liabilities6 is as follows: 

• The Claimant first determined the total liability of the power station in respect of 

contingency FCAS Raise services for the relevant period during the gas day of the 

direction. 

• The Claimant then determined the contribution of the directed units to the total 

power station output during the relevant period.  

• Next, the generating unit’s proportional share of power station output was 

multiplied by the power station’s total FCAS Raise liability for each relevant 

interval on the gas day.  

• Finally, this value was summed for the period.  

The Claimant has previously shown workings and detailed FCAS cost assumptions for 

the power station provided by AEMO. Synergies has verified this data by reviewing the 

calculations and FCAS Raise unit costs provided by AEMO and as such, accepts the 

FCAS costs claimed for this draft determination, which we note are immaterial ($1,201). 

5.6 Claimant 1 draft determination 

Our draft determination in relation to Claimant 1’s additional compensation claim is 

summarised in Table 7. Synergies has accepted all additional compensation claimed. 

Table 7 Claimant 1’s final compensation amount 

Item 
Costs claimed 

Synergies’ draft 
determination 

Gas cost $3,201,674 $3,201,674 

Start costs $148,411 $148,411 

Variable operating and maintenance costs (VOM) $41,535 $41,535 

FCAS costs $1,201 $1,201 

Cost of direction (COD) $3,392,821 $3,392,821 

Compensation entitlement (DCP) $2,362,571 $2,362,571 

Additional compensation amount (COD - DCP) $1,030,249 $1,030,249 

Source: Claimant 1, Synergies. 

 
6  The costs recovered from the Claimant in respect of contingency raise costs, allocated in accordance with the FCAS 

causer pays formulation. 
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6 Synergies’ assessment regarding Claimant 2’s 
additional compensation claim 

This section analyses the reasonableness of Claim 2 and sets out Synergies’ draft position 

on each component of claimed cost. 

6.1 Gas fuel cost 

The Claimant incurred its gas costs under a gas sales and transportation agreement it 

has with its related party. The Claimant’s method to calculate the additional gas costs 

was based on the price at which gas was supplied during the direction period multiplied 

by the amount of gas used during that period. The details of the transaction relevant to 

the direction period were contained in a monthly invoice provided by the Claimant.  

This monthly invoice contained a break-down of the gas supplied for each day. On 

several of the days in which a direction was made, the Claimant’s plant generated 

electricity both for the direction and outside of the direction. The invoice did not 

distinguish between these two uses. 

To determine what percentage of the supplied gas was used for each direction, the 

Claimant summed the total number of MWh’s generated in the given direction period 

and divided it by the quantity generated by the relevant generating unit for the whole 

of the day of the direction (this was obtained from AEMO data). This percentage was 

then multiplied by the total quantity of gas supplied to the generating unit to calculate 

the amount of gas used for the purpose of the direction.  

Based on the gas invoice from the gas supplier that was provided by the Claimant, 

Synergies accept the quantity of gas burned by the Claimant’s plant during the directions 

and the prices at which gas was purchased from the suppliers.  

6.2 Transportation cost 

The Claimant incurred costs under its gas sales and transportation agreement with its 

related party noted above. The details of its transportation costs were separately 

recorded on the invoice provided by the Claimant. These included a cost per unit charge 

for gas delivery which was multiplied by the amount of gas supplied.  

As described in the calculation of gas fuel costs, for several directions it was the case that 

some of the gas delivered on the day of a direction was used separately to the direction. 

As such, the same method was used to calculate the gas transport cost for the direction. 

The quantity of gas units transported on a given direction day was multiplied by the 

percentage of electricity generated for the direction.  
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Synergies accepts both the calculation method and the quantities claimed.  

6.3 Frequency Control Ancillary Services (FCAS) 

The Claimant incurred FCAS costs as result of the direction and calculated these by 

summing each contingency Raise service that it provided during each of the directions. 

The Claimant’s supporting evidence shows FCAS Raise unit costs for the power station 

incurred during a direction, which we have accepted as being reasonable and note are 

immaterial ($1,007). 

6.4 Variable operating and maintenance (VOM) costs 

The Claimant incurred variable operating and maintenance (VOM) costs because of the 

direction. The VOM costs comprise fixed dollar per hour of operation and dollar per 

megawatt generated components. These are assessed in the sections below. 

6.4.1 VOM costs ($/hour) 

The Claimant’s generating units incur wear-and-tear during use that requires it to 

undertake prescribed maintenance activities after a certain number of hours of 

operation7. The maintenance costs associated with a given maintenance procedure are 

divided by the number of hours for which the generating unit operates before needing 

that maintenance procedure. This then is taken to be the maintenance unit cost per hour 

of operation, expressed in fixed dollar per hour terms.8  

The Claimant advises that its equivalent operating hours assumption is based on initial 

manufacturer’s recommendation, adjusted to account for the Claimant’s maintenance 

regime informed by: 

• the age of the generating unit; and 

• actual unit maintenance costs. 

Hypothetically, if the plant required a $300,000 maintenance procedure after every 1,000 

hours of use and a $1,000,000 procedure after 5,000 hours of use, the equivalent operating 

hours would be equal to $300,000/1,000 plus $1,000,000/5,000, equalling $500 per hour.  

 
7  The main source of wear-and-tear incurred by a gas generator is the fracturing of the turbine fins caused by the 

expansion of metal due to changes in temperature. This metal fatigue develops due to frequency of starts and 
operations and develops more rapidly where the rate of temperature change is faster. Thus, the wear caused by steady 
operation is less than that associated with starting, stopping, and rapidly accelerating or decelerating.  

8  For some maintenance procedures, the trigger may be the production of some cumulative amount of energy and the 
associated unit cost is derived by the same procedure (cost of procedure/MWh produced between procedures). 
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The Claimant provided confidential information on the maintenance cost per hour of 

operation for Synergies’ review.  

This supporting information indicates that the Claimant’s dollar per operating hour 

maintenance cost is driven by the major refurbishment cost of the generating unit in 

2022/23, divided by the operating hours of the generating unit between 2011 and 2022. 

We accept the basis of this calculation.     

Further, based on information provided by the Claimant, we accept that this hourly 

maintenance cost is different to the annual maintenance costs associated with the daily 

operations of the generating unit, which are reflected in the $/MWh VOM cost 

(discussed in section 6.4.2 below). 

Based on our review of the Claimant’s supporting evidence, Synergies accepts the 

claimed $/hour VOM costs. 

6.4.2 VOM costs ($/MWh) 

The second component of the VOM is calculated on a per megawatt basis. This is 

determined by the Claimant by dividing the annual maintenance cost that is incurred 

operating the generation unit (i.e., those maintenance items driven by energy produced), 

by the annual output of the generation unit. The resulting MWh-based unit cost is then 

multiplied by the energy produced by the generating unit during each of the directions.  

Synergies has reviewed the Claimant’s supporting evidence and accepts the claimed 

$/MWh VOM costs.  

6.5 Start cost 

Each time the generating unit starts, it is assumed that this imposes wear and tear on the 

unit equivalent to a fixed number of hours of operation.  

The Claimant estimates this cost by first using the refurbishment cost estimate from 

2022/23 noted in section 6.4.1, which it argues reflects the cost of the hot path 

components of the generating unit, which are primarily subject to wear and tear (thermal 

stresses) arising from generating unit starts.   

This refurbishment cost estimate is then divided by the original equipment 

manufacturer-recommended number of equivalent operating hours attributable to start-

up of the generating unit.  

The Claimant provided confidential information on the start cost calculation for 

Synergies’ review.  
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Based on the Claimant’s supporting evidence, Synergies accepts the claimed start costs. 

6.6 Claimant 2 draft determination 

Our draft determination in relation to Claimant 2’s additional compensation claim is 

summarised in Table 8.  Synergies has accepted all additional compensation claimed. 

Table 8 Claim 2 final compensation amount 

Item 
Additional costs claimed 

Synergies’ draft 
determination 

Gas cost $1,533,725 $1,533,725 

Gas transport costs $125,237 $125,237 

Start costs $345,616 $345,616 

Variable operating and maintenance costs (VOM) $657,504 $657,504 

FCAS costs $1,007 $1,007 

Cost of direction (COD) $2,663,089 $2,663,089 

Compensation entitlement (DCP) $1,148,212 $1,148,212 

Additional compensation amount (COD - DCP) $1,514,877 $1,514,877 

Source: Claimant 2, Synergies. 
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7 Conclusion 

In this draft determination, Claimant 1’s additional costs to comply with the directions 

have been accepted as claimed and it is entitled to additional compensation of $1,030,249. 

Claimant 2’s additional costs to comply with the directions have also been accepted as 

claimed and it is entitled to additional compensation of $1,514,877. 

The directed participants have been informed of the draft determination outcome, our 

reasons, and the amount of additional compensation accepted. 


